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Unilever’s Initiative to Curb Distracted Driving 

Yields Impressive Results

• Global Safety Audit

• Small Actions lead to Big Results

• The MOMO Policy

– Implementation

– Timeline

– Communications (three tier approach)



Global Safety Audit Conducted

• Unilever conducted a global safety audit to determine areas 
and level of risk throughout the organization.

– Fleet Audit included the following factors when accessing risk

• Population in areas business is conducted

• Types of road conditions

• Vehicle available and safety equipment offered

• ETC- ETC- ETC.



SMALL ACTIONS LEAD TO 
BIG RESULTS!!!!



LIVE SUPERIOR SERVICE,

DELIVER SUSTAINABLE,

PROFITABLE GROWTH

Global Cell Phone Policy

New Policy

“Employees while driving on company business and/or on company 
time must not make or receive a telephone call using either a hand-
held or hands-free mobile phone (including ear piece and 
manufacturer installed systems).  This also applies to reading or 
responding to e-mails, text messages and the use of laptop or other 
electronic devices (e.g. PDAs, e-Books). 
Using mobile devices (including Smartphones) for navigation 
remains at the employee’s discretion provided the employee takes 
all safety precautions (see FAQs/ guidance).”

• The use of mobile phones for navigation will 
be prohibited in NA



Mobile Ban IMPLEMENTATION Principles

• Governance: Ownership, oversight and 
delivery accountability driven by NALT

• Policy: Simple, one-rule-for-all wording to 
reflect the total ban

• Key Question to be Answered: Would a 
Unilever-wide ban negatively impact our 
business?

Conclusion: from our assessment there is no evidence to show that a Unilever-wide ban 
would negatively impact our business.  Alex Von Behr



Timeline for Implementation
Phase 1  GMEx Policy Approval & Coms. - Complete 
• The use of mobile phones as GPS will be prohibited

Phase 2  Inform & Educate (Launch, Win Hearts & Minds) - 1st Qtr. 15
• Initial communication will come from CD VP. - Jan 15
• Zero Mobile Workshop for high risk drivers.  Awareness sessions for Line 

Managers/Leaders - Jan – Jun 15

Phase 3  Implement, Enforce & Reinforce:
• Policy go live. July 1 ’15

NA Classified as 
LOW Risk 
Country

Non-injury KPI 
from damage 

requiring repair 
to all collisions

GMEx 
approval of 
Motor on 
Cell Off 
policy

Inform & 
Educate Enforce & 

Reinforce



Internal CommunicationDear North American Colleagues: 
 
The effective date of Unilever’s “Motor On Mobile Off” initiative of July 1, 2015 fast 
approaches.   
 
Unilever has undertaken this initiative because globally, road traffic accidents are the primary 
cause of death and life-changing injury to Unilever employees and mobile phone use while 
operating a vehicle has been a contributing cause to too many of these incidents.  Evidence of 
the dangers of using a mobile phone while driving, whether hands-free or hand-held, is 
compelling.  Drivers using a mobile phone are four times more likely than other drivers to become 
involved in a crash. The documented level of impairment caused by using a mobile phone is more 
severe than driving with a blood alcohol concentration of 0.08% (the current federal legal limit in 
the U.S.).  
 
Given these unacceptable risks, Unilever has imposed the “Motor On Mobile Off” or “MOMO” 
ban as of July 1, 2015 to ensure that all employees return home safely from work to their families 
each day.  Under the new “MOMO” policy, Unilever employees are banned from using a mobile 
phone while operating a vehicle, whether hand-held or using a “hands-free” device (including ear 
pieces and manufacturer installed systems) while driving on company business, whether in their 
personal or company vehicle. This also applies to reading or responding to e-mails, text messages 
and the use of laptops or other electronic devices (e.g. PDAs, e-Books).  Any calls relating to work 
are forbidden while driving on company business, which includes your daily commute to and from 
work.  This requirement is equally applicable for privately-owned mobile phones as for company-
provided phones.  The use of company-provided mobile phones while driving under any 
circumstances is strictly forbidden. 
 
Unilever considers the MOMO ban a “life-saving” rule, so if a driver chooses to break the rule then 
they put themselves and others at risk of serious injury.  Each rule-breaking incident will be 
investigated individually in line with current HR policies. Any disciplinary action will be 
proportionate to the breach.  Phone records may be reviewed in the event of a motor vehicle 
accident that occurs while driving on company business to verify compliance with this rule.  
 
We have embraced this “Motor On Mobile Off” initiative because it is the right thing to do to 
protect our people from having or causing a life-changing or fatal injury.  We want to ensure that 
each and every one of our people gets home safely each and every day.  Moreover, we are 
confident that this initiative will save the lives of our employees and the public with no negative 
impact on our business. 
 
If you have any questions about this initiative, please contact your local UNA SHE Team. 
  
With warm regards, and drive safely,  
  
NA SHE 



Sales Leadership 

Communication



Global Cell Phone Policy

New Policy

“Employees while driving on company business and/or on company 
time must not make or receive a telephone call using either a hand-
held or hands-free mobile phone (including ear piece and 
manufacturer installed systems).  This also applies to reading or 
responding to e-mails, text messages and the use of laptop or other 
electronic devices (e.g. PDAs, e-Books). 
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Effective - July 1st, 2015



MOMO Video

MOMO VIDEO

https://unilever.mc.eu1.kontiki.com/global0/content?moid=a3819ca6-f4d3-4351-abec-d2eee8773fff


To make it home 

to my family 

everyday…



Employee Generated Q&A
Q1: What is the rationale for a total ban? 
A1: There now exists extensive and compelling scientific research that clearly demonstrates the dangers of 

using mobiles phones (hands-held and hands-free) while driving. These include: 

1. Drivers using a mobile phone are four times more likely to become involved in a crash, potentially 

injuring or killing themselves and other people 

2. The level of impairment caused by using a mobile phone is actually more severe than driving with a 

blood alcohol concentration of 0.08% (UK and USA current legal limits) and this impairment continues 

for some time post call 

3. Drivers using a hands-free mobile phone while driving: 

-  Are much less aware of what is happening on the road around them 

-  Are more likely to miss road signs (and hazards) due to “inattention blindness” 

-  Are not able to maintain proper lane position and a consistent speed 

-  Are more likely to tailgate, i.e. drive too close to the car in front 

-  React more slowly and take longer to brake 

-  Feel more stressed and frustrated 

 ‘Distractions’ join alcohol and speeding as the leading factors in fatal and serious injury crashes on the 

world’s roads.  Mobile phone used has been implicated in some Unilever road fatalities. 



Discussion 

and 

Questions



Thank you!


